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We've made it better for you

The ATV with a difference

Prices from £1995

• P.V.T. Polaris Variable Transmission system allows you to keep your eye on the track and your feet safe on fully enclosed footwells.

• COMFORT of ride is maintained by the Macpherson strut suspension and superior long stroke ground clearance all round.

• POWER on demand to all 4x4 and 6x6 wheels is fully automatic giving safe and positive drive in severe conditions.

The world's first DIESEL engined ATV

FAX: Steve Hewson 0699 322889
E.P. BARRUS LIMITED
Launton Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire, OX6 0UR. Tel: 0699 253355

We've made it better for you

SOME SUPPLIERS

Trailers and other equipment manufacturers

Conway Products Ltd., Skell House Lane, Appley Bridge. Wigan, WN6 9DW.
Hastwood Ltd., Reading Rd, Rous Leach, Devon.
Worx.
Rise Trailers Ltd., Portland Works, Gosby, Leicester, LE9 STG.
Indepex Ltd., Boxmore Rd, Buxted, Sussex.
Wessex Farm Machinery, Indespension, Belmont Rd, Ifor Williams Trailers Ltd., Hazlewood Ltd., Bishampton
Conway Products Ltd., Skull manufacturers

D W Tomlin, Old Leake, Lincolnshire.
Charles J Marshall, Bucksburn, Aberdeenshire.
Logic ATV-Equip, Bridge End, Bedfordon, Bedford.
Lewis Equipment, Waterloo Road, Bidford-on-Avon, Warwickshire.

Ikei UK, Broadway, Boern, Cambridge.
Rothienorman, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire.

House Lane, Appley Bridge. Boston, Lincolnshire.

Alresford, Hants.

Smithy, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire.

LS61 OLS.

Kirkworth, Smiby, Rutland.

E.P. BARRUS LIMITED
P.O. Box 209, South Gare, Saltburn, North Yorkshire.
Tel: 0869 253355
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'A go anywhere ability'

John Deere AMT 626

7 needed around a factory site, not for moving from green to green — and many only have a single seat, perhaps valid reasons for not buying. A bench seat to take two or three people is a significant advantage in many situations, room to carry tools, topdressing or other repair kit making them useful workhorses. Of course there is no point in buying a speed machine for the sake of it, especially if it is likely to be abused. A growing number are available with diesel engine and cab options which makes them more economical and suitable for all weather use.

Prime reason for the ATV is usually the light tread, go-almost-anywhere ability and the reasonable travel speed which enables the greenkeeper to be at the ninth green while his mate on a tractor is picking his way around tracks on the rough. ATVs have succeeded in breaking away from the 'fun' image in the UK, perhaps because British weather does not promote joy riding on an open machine. Effective as they are for personal transport they generally lack load carrying capacity - nevertheless they are reasonably effective as a tug and a wide range of attachments like sprayers, mowers and trailers are available for them — they are also useful workhorses. Of course there is no point in buying a speed machine for the sake of it, especially if it is likely to be abused. A growing number are available with diesel engine and cab options which makes them more economical and suitable for all weather use.

Prime reason for the ATV is usually the light tread, go-almost-anywhere ability and the reasonable travel speed which enables the greenkeeper to be at the ninth green while his mate on a tractor is picking his way around tracks on the rough. ATVs have succeeded in breaking away from the 'fun' image in the UK, perhaps because British weather does not promote joy riding on an open machine. Effective as they are for personal transport they generally lack load carrying capacity — nevertheless they are reasonably effective as a tug and a wide range of attachments like sprayers, mowers and trailers are available for them — they are also effective ball pickers on the practice range. The ease of operation and driving of all the above types of machine varies greatly, but most are exceptionally simple, often devoid of clutch, but frequently with electric and manual starters, thus avoiding several problems which can result in an ignominious walk back to the hut. Reliability may be as important as price, as 'workhorses' maintenance seldom has high priority so long as they do the job.